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The My Passport portable drive is trusted to store the massive amounts of photos, videos and music you love.. 7 free wi fi
stumbling and surveying tools for windows and mac. The My Passport also picks up USB 3 0, making it idea for not just toting
files, but for completing high-speed local backups of your PC as well.

1. passport portable external hard drive
2. wd 5tb my passport portable external hard drive
3. wd 4tb black my passport portable external hard drive

99, $149 99, $179 99 and $249 99 respectively WD also offers several color options that vary by capacity.. Western Digital
offers the redesigned My Passport USB 3 0 drives in a variety of capacities including 500GB, 750GB, 1TB, and 2TB with
MSRPs of $129.. Available in an array of vibrant, fun colors, the sleek style fits comfortably in the palm of your hand, so you
can easily take your treasured content everywhere you go.. 0 cable March 26th, 2012 by Kevin OBrien 2TB Western Digital My
Passport Portable Hard Drive Review Last week WD announced the latest generation of their popular My Passport portable
hard drives.. Start saving your precious memories and critical files with the 2TB My Passport USB 3.
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The newly redesigned enclosures surround a 2 5' 15mm Western Digital hard drive that uses four platters to offer capacities up
to 2TB, making it the highest capacity drive available in this form factor.. 0 Secure Portable Hard Drive from WD The My
Passport comes formatted for Windows systems and connects to your notebook or desktop computer via an included USB 3. 
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